Introduction: Ontology Design Patterns in a Nutshell
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Patterns in general can be defined as distinctive and repetitive invariants across observed data, objects, processes, and so forth, that are either manmade or occur naturally. Design patterns have emerged in computer science from the pioneering architectural work of Christopher Alexander [1], firstly applied to software engineering [9], then to workflows [31], HCI [30], data modeling [17], knowledge engineering [6], and eventually the Semantic Web [10, 13], where they are known as Ontology Design Patterns (ODP), knowledge patterns, or linked data patterns, depending on the community that uses them, e.g., ontology designers, knowledge engineers, linked data publishers, and so forth.

Patterns on the Semantic Web typically emerge from (linked) data, ontologies, and queries, as well as from procedural aspects of design at either the modeling or implementation stage. The main innovation of design patterns lies in the observation that a majority of datasets and ontologies share a relatively small set of common modeling and publishing challenges that can be approached by a common strategy, established best practice, or by combining existing building blocks. In principle, there is a distinction between design patterns as critical reviews of alternative ways of modeling something, such as a review of alternatives to represent an $n$-ary relation with $n \geq 2$ in RDF, vs. design patterns as reusable components to create a product, such as the description of a reusable ontology to represent such an $n$-ary relation in OWL. However, a proper design pattern should always mention its motivating requirements, applicability limits, benefits and shortcomings, and so forth. Therefore, whether it focuses on alternative methods, or on one or multiple alternative reusable components, a design pattern always provides a critical approach to deal with recurrent problems. Finally, it
is worth pointing out that the initial definition of patterns as invariants applies
to any kind of pattern, while it makes sense to distinguish the purely symbolic
patterns of mathematical pattern science [14], as studied in data mining, machine
learning or complex systems, from knowledge patterns. Knowledge patterns are
not merely symbolic, they also have a semantic interpretation, be it formal, or
cognitive; e.g., a type of fact reported in the news.

While ontology design patterns can be considered analogous to software de-
design patterns known from object oriented modeling, there are also clear differ-
ences. For instance, while ODPs and software design patterns can act as strate-
gies, there is no clear design pattern counterpart for so-called content ODPs
(knowledge patterns). These are typically modeled for frequently reoccurring
aspects of more complex ontologies and thus act as building blocks rather than
strategies. Examples include the trajectory pattern [18] that can be used in ontolo-
gies that model the transportation domain, wildlife monitoring, scientific cruises,
to name but a few. Such building blocks, however, are not confined to domain-
specific cases. For example, the information realization pattern [25] addresses the
common problem of describing the relation between an information object, e.g.,
a book, and its physical realization, i.e., the specific paper copy of said book.

While the number of strategy patterns, such as the structural n-ary relation
pattern, is relatively small, there is a wide and growing variety of knowledge pat-
terns, and no immediate reason to establish an upper bound for their number.
This leads to an interesting question, namely whether and how knowledge design
patterns can be distinguished from other small ontologies. There are many pos-
sible criteria (cf. [10, 13, 25] for discussions). Ideally, ontology design patterns
should be extendable but self-contained, minimize ontological commitments to
foster reuse, address one or more explicit requirements (or use cases, competency
questions), be associatable to an ontology unit test [33], be the representation
of a core notion in a domain of expertise (so-called “blinking effect”, [13]), be
grounded in conceptual or lexical frames [24], be alignable to other patterns,
span more than one application area or domain, address a single invariant in-
stead of targeting multiple reoccurring issues at the same time, follow established
modelling best practices, and so forth.

While these criteria imply that there is a smooth transition between small
ontologies and patterns, they also highlight the fact that ontology design pattern
research itself is related to numerous other areas of study such as ontology modu-
larization [8], ontology alignment [28], Linked Data publishing [27], knowledge
extraction [24], knowledge discovery [22], ontology design [3], foundational on-
tologies, and so on. In many of the aforementioned cases, ODPs have provided new
perspectives and insights to fuel ongoing research. In addition, patterns have also
served as minimal core components of widely used ontologies such as the Seman-
tic Sensor Network ontology [7]. Finally, some influential ontologies, such as the
Simple Event Model [32] have either inspired modern ODP research, our could
be perceived as patterns themselves.

This leads to another interesting question, namely why we are recently wit-
tnessing a rapid increase in the publication and reuse of patterns more than 10
years after their initial excogitation. We believe that this is due to a combination
of several factors, more specifically changes in the Semantic Web research land-
scape. Early work on the Semantic Web (ca. 2001-2008) was heavily driven by foundational investigations of information ontologies and knowledge representation languages. Consequently, the focus was rather on describing which ontological choices can and should be made in partitioning the world, leading to questions of how to distinguish objects from processes, designing well modularized core ontologies in, say, the medical or legal domains [11, 12], or identifying anti-patterns for educational and model-checking purposes [15, 23, 26]. In many respects, the early Linked Data work (ca. 2008-2012) can be seen as a direct counter-reaction to address those problems by proposing minimal vocabularies and heavily restricting the expressivity of used knowledge representation languages, to focus on scalability. While this led to a rapidly growing ecosystem of interconnected data hubs, the early Linked Data Web could not fulfil some of the key promises it was set out to address – federated queries across distributed query endpoints being the most prominent of them. In a nutshell, linked data without semantics turned out to be merely more data [2, 13, 19], and required a detailed manual inspection and familiarity with the used vocabularies, lineage, and so forth, to be used meaningfully. Similar observations were also made with respect to knowledge extraction [24] and the creation of knowledge graphs and query answering [20] – raw data alone is not sufficient. Intuitively, one may assume that this led to a revival of the early work on foundational (top-level) ontologies. By that time, however, the Semantic Web landscape had changed due to the availability of hundreds of highly heterogeneous Linked Data sourced from a multitude of domains [29]. In such a setting, where synthesis becomes a crucial task, semantic interoperability has to be fostered without restricting heterogeneity [21]. This, however, is one of the key strengths of ontology design patterns.

By offering common strategies and building blocks, ontology design patterns act as an interoperability fallback level [4] through which local conceptualizations can differ to a degree required to appropriately model a given domain or application while still sharing a common conceptual core. To give a concrete example, imagine three data providers and their respective ontologies. The first provider offers data about (pedestrian) human mobility captured using smartphones, other mobile devices, and social media. The second provider has a broader view on transportation and offers data about cars, buses, taxis, trucks, and so forth. Finally, the third provider stores sparse GPS-based wildlife tracking data from Californian mountain lions. Further assume that the three used ontologies include the semantic trajectory pattern [18] as a common core component. The pattern models trajectories by fixes and segments between them, i.e., as a scalable discretization of the movement of some entity through space and time. Other than that, the ontologies may vary greatly. For example, the wildlife ontology does not model the mode of transportation and all location fixes are derived from GPS collars. In contrast, the pedestrian ontology uses so called geo-social check-ins to determine a human’s location, i.e., all fixes are related to some meaningful place, e.g., a restaurant. Finally, the transportation ontology may introduce a type hierarchy for the segments by adding classes such as roads and highways. Clearly, there is some data that cannot be retrieved from all providers via a federated query, e.g., only the pedestrian dataset can be queried for place types. Nonetheless, there may be many cases in which federated queries over these data can be
desirable, e.g., to detect spots where wildlife crosses highways or enters human settlements. Such queries remain indeed possible despite major changes in the used ontologies, as they only require the core classes (e.g., fixes, segments, positioning technologies) defined by the trajectory pattern. Summing up, by contributing to semantic interoperability research, knowledge extraction, query answering, and so forth, patterns fill an important gap towards a more sustainable and easier to use Linked Data Web.

So far, we have briefly introduced ontology design patterns, positioned them within the field of Semantic Web research, reviewed potential reasons for their increasing relevance, and discussed a concrete example for their usage in heterogeneous data infrastructures. Next, we will highlight current and future research issues, which will be taken up again in Chapter 9.

Starting with barriers that currently prevent a wider adoption of patterns, one key issue is the lack of an easy to use and up-to-date repository of quality controlled patterns together with a documentation and bundles of patterns that are tested to work seamlessly together [4]. Some of these issues can be addressed by a new version of http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org, while others will require more research such as the combination of patterns into tested bundles/distributions. This also relates to the broader question of how to determine, and ideally measure, the quality of ontologies and ODPs in specific [15, 24]. Finally, many popular ontologies have been developed before patterns played a substantial role, and could be restructured in order to split them into earlier reusable and maintainable patterns. We believe that overcoming these boundaries would lead to a surge in the adoption of patterns for newly published as well as established Linked Datasets.

Looking forward, there is a number of next research steps that deserve further attention. Examples include the development of an ontology design pattern representation language, a set of formal relations between patterns, semantic shortcuts and views to provide different application-driven perspectives on pattern collections, more robust ways to handle issues of granularity in ODP modeling and usage, large-scale applications and deployments of patterns to modern data infrastructures, further work on pattern-based ontology alignment, knowledge pattern extraction and discovery, and finally the integration of ODPs in major tools such as ontology editors [16, 23].
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